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2022 Winter Youth Camp Information 

We are excited to be planning our High School and Junior High Winter Camps and have some 

preliminary information to share to help inform your planning. 

We are planning to be outdoors as much as possible for our 2022 Winter Camps.  Please come prepared 

to spend a significant time outside and dress accordingly (lots of layers!!). All large group activities will 

take place outdoors, including worship.  Worship will be creative and embodied, it will include singing 

and reflection. Because we will be outside we will be moving around and exploring the ways God speaks 

through creation and the Psalms.  

There will be a variety of other outdoor games and activities available as well.  Some smaller group 

indoor games and activities will also be available to use in common spaces while adhering to our COVID 

protocols (see below for more details). 

Dates 

 High School Winter Camp-January 7-9, 2022 

 Junior High Winter Camp-January 14-16, 2022 

Costs 

 $115 per person for the full weekend 

 $53 per person for the Saturday only day-trip option 

COVID Protocol 

 We expect that churches and youth group leaders will ensure that every person coming from 

their group has a negative COVID test within 48 hours of arriving. 

 There is a Saturday only day option for local groups that choose not to share overnight 

accommodations within their group. 

 Everyone, regardless of vaccination status, needs to wear masks when gathered indoors in 

common spaces such as the Dining Hall and Cottonwood Center.  Groups can determine their 

own shared understandings for masking within their lodging accommodations. 

 Meals will be offered in shifts and/or participants can have the option of taking food back to 

their accommodations in portable containers to eat rather than eating in the shared space of 

the Dining Hall.  We will make every attempt to ensure adequate spacing in the Dining Hall 

between groups and hand sanitization prior to going through the self-service food lines. 

 We expect that all participants come to Camp healthy and do a self-screening prior to coming. 

 

More information will be forthcoming as it is available.  If you have specific questions in the meantime, 

please do not hesitate to contact us at 269-476-9744 or program@friedenswald.org.  We’re looking 

forward to hosting you this winter! 
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